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Greetings Sports Fans!! This is your Collectors' Supplement, Winter, 1980.
A couple of notes to starta
~
Everything is available in limited quantity qnly. List second choices
QC
when possible. Refunds sent promptly for items sold out of stock. Orders
~ filled on a first come, first served basis.
~
To those of you who have been waiting, my sincere apologies for the
~ delay.
Broke my wrist on those danged roller-skate things, and it took
a while to get back into the swing. We're back, and swinging.
Q..
"If God had wanted us to use the metric system, He would have given us
00 ten fingers." All measurements in centimeters (diameter) and grams.
List your selections (and second choices) on a separate piece of paper .
~
.....
There is no additional shipping charge if your order accompanies a purchase
c from the "1980 MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE." Otherwise, please add $2.00, Be sure
to include your name and full mailing address (No P.O. Boxes!).
Make checks and money orders toa DISC COVERING THE WORLD, East Side Box
2456, Providence, Rhode Island, 02906, USA.
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Wham-0 Mfg. Co.

Minis

80 MOLD MIDNIGHT FLYERSa Moonlighter lids from the D.G.A.
194g. average weight with D.G.A. Graphics. $8,00 each,
22 MOLD MIDNIGHT FLYERS• Moonlighter Professional mold
discs. 124g. average weight. $6.00 each.
CLEAR 81 and 51 MOLD DISCS• Produced for the Vancouver
Event in Series Plastic but never hotstamped with "Groucho"
graphics. Clear 51 mold• $8.00. Clear 81 mold• $10,00.
BLANK WHITE 40 MOLD a Incredible flyers with reinforced
centers. Never hotstamped, ~6.50 each.
CRIPPLE CREEK CLEAR FB-6 SETSt Four discs to commemorate
the festival that wasn't (sort of) in clear series plastic
and the famous 6 fastback mold. Two color h.s. on each disc
is different. $18,00 per set.
1976 WFC FASTBACK• Red and gold h.s. to commemorate the
Championship event on yellow discs. Rare. $5.00 each.
HANSONNS FB-J DISCSa Red h.s. on yellow J mold fastback
discs. Limited supply. $5.00 each.
STEW LEONARDS FASTBACKSt Green and orage h,s. on white
lJ or 14 mold fastback discs. ~J.OO each.
~c - - ]_
O t'PQEL• Qlas~ic whits dig§ with raieyed
lette1":? 0 0 __ ., \.~- .Jel. $1Q. 00 · _
OLD WHAM-0 FASTBACKS• A selection of flat-top FB-1 and
FB-2 mold discs. Specify mold or disc/h.s. color
preferences. $).00 each.

=USA• (C and D molds available.)
-~.A. MARKER DISCS• Orange h.s. on white C and D mold
discs. $2.50 each.
•SCANDINAVIA• (one mold, slightly unstable)
-BLACK "Calling Card" of J. Gustafson with S.F.F. logo
in gold. Very limited, $4,00 each.
-WHITE "Calling Card" of J. Gustafson with I.F.O.
and signature in black h.s. $4,00 each,
-SWEDISH SERIES MINia Gold h.s. on white discs. Lists
all events from 1979 series, $4.50 each.
•ENGLISH MINI DISCSa (One mold, close to U.S. specs.)
-RED BLANKS• Red discs with no h.s. Very ltd. $5.00,
-MOONLIGHTER BLANKSt Even rarer. $5.50 each,
-KITE STORE MOONLIGHTERS• Red h.s. on Moonlighter
discs. Only a few around, $5.50 each.

American Knock-Offs
MOONLIGHTER SKY PRO SETSt Three l25g. "Nite-Glow" discs
with the Different Spokes Bike Shop logo in Red, Blue and
Gold metallic h,s. Nice for moonlighter collections.
$12.00 per set of three discs.
CANADA SPINNERS• Clear Sky Pros with red h.s. $4.00 each.
C.P.I. SPECIAL GIANTSt
The Monster flyer in Black, Light
Blue or Transluscent Blue. Very limited runs. $6.00 each,
C.P.I. SPECIAL ALL-STARSt Silver with black h.s. and label
label, $5.50 each. In MOONLIGHTER, $7.00 each.
FLYING DONUTt Brown discs with vellow silkscreen logo and
motto. lOOg. Free hole in middle! Stable and Tasty, $2.00.

Pie Tins
FRISBIE PIE TINSa The original originals. Available
in three styles. Trust us for Guaranteed Satisfaction
or write ahead for specific requests.
"F" TINSa Produced for commercial restaurant
use. Identified by perforated "F" in center.
All in good - excellent condition. $15.00.
FRISBIE PIE TINSa Assorted tins with "FRISBIES
PIES" engrav1ng and a variety of hole combinations.
All in good condition. $)0,00 each.
HIGH CLASS TINS• Outstanding condition, inverted
letters, or 5¢ Deposit, Specify your heart's desire,
or be delightfully surprised. $45.00 each.

(Prices reflect availability.)

Italian Discs
GIORDANI DISKYa One of the best discs off the Italian
scene. Large and heavy (154g., 28cm.) flight rings on
both sides. Cupola and J color label "DISKY". Raised
letter (in Italian) read "Competition, Super-Calibrated
Unbreakable and UnSINKable!" and 5 Olympic rings. In
Orange or Green. $6.00 each. $10,00 for two.
.
UNIVERSAL SATURN SETSa Incredible trasition discs in the
Italian evolution. A set of two discs that mirror the
165 and 119 World Class to an Italian "G". Smooth top
and bottoms with two color imitation graphics and patent
breaking flight rings! 2J5 g. combined, each individually
wrapped. $10,00 per set. Two sets for $18.00, '
CALIFORNIA 72• Probably the most famous Italian flyers.
Discs signed and produced by the Italian "Champion for
Life" Valentino DeCharia to commemorate his travels to
California in 1972! Super Professional (lJOg) and
Professional (128g.) discs each with h.s. to highlight
the molding and two color label "Assiciazione Italians
Del Frisbee, Campionato Italiano, 1978-1979". Flight
rings and "deep disc" design. SuperProfessional in
Yellow, white or blacka $6.00 each. Professional in
Yellow w/2 color h.s. a $5.00, in Moonlighter• $6.00,
THE WORLD BEFREEa Yellow knock-offs of the American
l65g. World Class. Gold h.s: includes lettering and
"166" at the bottom. Actually 158g, $12.00 each.
THE FREEZLY LINEa A line of Italian discs from Francesco
Ruocco of Firenze. Discs as crazy as the man himself!
All discs approved by the International Freezly Assoc.
FREEZLY SUPERSTAR• Classic Professional form in black
plastic with gold h.s. llOg., with plastic "handle
bag" covered by information (italiana) and the ancient
"Discobolus". $4,00 each.
FREEZLY STANDARD• Rated "Top of the Light Line" by
Francesco himself! 87g in black, $),00 each.
MIDNIGHT FREEZLY• Same mold as above, but molded
from "Fosforescente" (moonlight) material. $4,00 each,
LANCIA E VOLAa Knock off of a knock-off! The Standard
above with a pirate ring of letters. $).00 each.
THE FREEZLY PACKAGEt All four discs listed directly
above. An excellent international set1 $12.00,

English Frisbees
TOURNAMENT MASTER• 156g, White disc w/h.s. and label in
black and gold, 27cm,, raised letters, patents underside,
•License• of Wham-0 mis-spelled in tool engraving! ~7.00
GERMAN MASTER• Same as above, but handsomely box packaged
for German market with Franz Beckenbaur endorsement in
four colors. $10,00 each,
U.K. CHAMPIONSHIP DISC• Black "Superpro" style disc with
gold h.s. of Great Britian and classic letters. $7.00
SUPERPRO• Blue disc modelled after the US 61 mold with
gold lettering and eagle h.s. $6.50
ll9G. WORLD CLASS• Tool #U.K.l. Modelled after the American
40 mold. Gold lettering reads ~used by world champions" to
avoid endorsements! $7.00 each.
APPROX 141G. tSame as above, but with hotstamp error that
claims "Approx 141 grams," on the ll9g. disc! Collecting
gems. Two available. $18,00 each.
BLANK ALL-AMERICANS• P-5 mold discs with labels and no
hotstamp! ll4g,, raised letters and cupola. $10.00 each.
BLANK PROFESSIONALS• 16 mold Pros w/label and no h.s. $6.00
. 1976 U.K. SERIES DISC• 16 mold All-Americans with red h.s.
and black lines from the Pro model! 2 available. $10.00
FB-1-sFORT MODELL• First European fastbacks with old style
design and flight rings to the top. Complete patents on
underside, Blue and orange discs. $12,00 for set of two,
YELLOW FASTBACK• Blank yellow fastbacks from the British
run 17,18 mold. $5.00 each.
LIFEBOATMEN• White fastbacks with two color h.s. of logo
and nautical flag, 17,18 mold, $4.00 each,
PROMOTION, PROMOTION• Blue premium h,s, on white fastback discs. 17,18 mold. $4.00 each.
EEMO XTRA 2050• Large 5" label in J colors on a white
•u,K. 1 MOLD" fastback. Only disc available from the new
English fastback mold, $5.00 each.
ENGLISH GRABBAGt An assortment of "one of a kind" hotstamps. Guaranteed to please. Indicate your mold or
color preferences. $5.00 each, (Go for it!)

European Knock-Offs
BIG PROFI-DISCt Hard plastic discs from Germany in
Yellow,Red and Green, Raised letters and trademark
•Big Bull" on underside, $4.00 each,
SKY SURFERS• From the old tooling, with all letters
engraved on underside, In Yellow and Blue. Great
flyers and amazingly durable, In sets• $12.00
FLYING SKIMMERS• 82g individually bagged English
discs with 4 games printed on top, In blue or
orange, $),00 each,
SUPER FLYINGt A Greek knock-off and exact replica of
the English Superpro. By Fino Toys w1th Greek lettering
and pirated graphics, 2 available, $14,00 each.
GREEK REGULAR KNOCK-OFFS• Pale green, 97g. discs with
stolen Wham-0 graphics, greek letters and no tool marking
or ID. $4,00 each.

Oriental Discs
ORIENTAL~· If descriptions seem pretty excited,
1t's only because the discs are too!!

GATCHAMAN BIRD SAUCERt The ONLY disc that flies with
a stabilizing tail! Yes, this white saucer has a
centrally pivoting rudder and two silk streamers (red
and blue) attached, Disc rotates, flying forward, and
the tails come streaming out behind, Custom tooled for
decal placement - five stickers in eight colors! Comes
packaged with unbelievable Japanese graphics and
full color minature comic book! $6.50 each.
ULTRAMAN SUPER SETS• Four disc set (Red, White, Blue,
Green) featuring the futuristic (and hilarious) Japanese "Ul trama.n" in police costume end "Power Stance,"
Three seven colored labels, 9lg., individually wrapped
with the "Lizard Spaceship" on top, Crazy. $20,00 per set,
U,F,O, OF MYSTERY• Individually wrapped four disc set.
Large flight rings and gold h,s. 7Jg, and 21 em,, these
ere a good start or addition to the Oriental Collection,
$16,00 for set of four discs.
·
U,F,O, SPACE STATIONs 58 g., 21 em,, perforated discs at
cheek and pointed cupola. White discs with red, green
or blue two toned mandala. color splaflh insets. Really
pretty flyers. Set of three discsa $12.00
UNIVERSAL U.F.O,t Large (105g., 25om.) 10 star discs
with Lion, Unicorn and Royal Crown on the center la.bel,
Card a.nd bag wrapped with enormous underside nipple.
Set of three (orange, white, blue)t $18,00
KOREAN WHIZ-RINGSt Warped blue whiz-rings with 4 large
Korean characters in the tooling, J7g., 27cm, $3.50

Scandinavian Frisbees
-DANISH BLACK MASTERSt The first full-size Frisbee disc
produced overseas. White and gold h.s. with label. TWO
spelling errors engraved in the tooling including words
"licece of Wham-0" and U, (backwards "S"). AI Comes with
cardboard instruction backing. $9.00 each,
-SCANDINAVIAN SUPERPROt This is the best Scandinavian
Frisbee disc to date. Modelled after the 61 mold, this
orange disc has a gold h.s. and label, Full license info.
engraved underside, Comes with sticker, booklet.$8.00,
-1979 SWEDISH SERIES SETStFour CLEAR Scandinavian Superpro discs with the 1979 Swedish Series hotstamp in blue,
black, red and gold, Only eight sets are available.
Limited, and incredible. $40,00 per set of four discs.
f' -E... S ld 0 tROS • The Sc'nd' nev'en Soperpro ip MOON
LI 0
.
U__ with gold lettering and dark green logo
h.s. Only three available. $15.00,
-BROWN REGULARS• Raised letters and recent "Flying Disc"
addition. Patents underside. Two available. $7,00,
Fastbacks• The Danish factory, Farusavaerk, uses an
American-made 19, 20 mold, and a Scandinavian-made
7,8 mold.
-I.F,O. CHRISTMAS• Red h.s. of Jens pinwheeled, Bells
and Xmas greetings on white discs. 19,20 mold, $4.00,
-10 TIL lOa Green end orange h,s, on white discs. The
Swedish equivalent of 7-11! 19,20 mold. $4,00,
-FLAMINGO FRIZBEE FLINGERS• Red starburst h.s. with
disc and flamingo in flight, Dated 1978. 7,8 mold, $4.00
-FLAMINGO EUROPEAN TOUR• Blue h.s. of European map with
names of five Swedes and Cities on Tour. Commemorates
travels of July, 1979. 19,20 mold, $4.00, 7 mold, $5.00
-HALMSTAD FRISBEE CUPa Blue h.s. of discs lying and rolling into the famous city gates. Dated Juli 7-8, 1979.
19, 20 mold, $4.00. 7,8 mold, $5.00,
-FRISBEE• Blue h.s. of Jens pinwheeled on Orange disc.
Produced for mass distribution. 7,8 mold. $4,00,
-WESTERVIKS FRISBEE CLUB• Black h.s. of Frisbee Vulture
delaying a rock disc! 8 mold, $6,00,
-VIKENS FRISBEE KLUBBa Black h.s. of Jeff Jorgenson in
Adidas wear with club name. 7,8 mold, $5.00,
-BORAS FRISBEE CLUBa Blue h,s, of club, laurels and
(another) airborn Jimmy Scala, 7,8 mold, $5.00
-TEMPOs Gold commercial h,s, on black, 8 mold. ~5.00.
-SCANDINAVIAN GRABBAGt An assortment of "one of a kind"
hotstamps. Guaranteed to please you. Indicate mold and
disc/h.s. color preferences. $5.00 each (Go for it!)

Scandinavian Knock-Offs
ALPHA FLYER/APOLLO PILOTe Scandinavian knock-offs that
are exact replicas of the Superpro (a bit better than?)
including flight rings and overall design, Clean discs,
no writing, labels differ with Alpha (red) and Apollo
(black), With instructional backing. $8,00 each, $15.00
for the set of two discs.
DOMUS LEK SETS• Red, black and yellow discs from ~weden's
largest chain stores. Manufactured for the toy market,
these discs are deceptively stiff and unsafe for children.
Each comes with label and price sticker in swedish Crowns.
Set of three discs for $9.00
FASTBACK ATTEMPTs Hard orange discs in an attempted
fastback design. 119g., 25cm., with price sticker
intact. $4.00 each,
FEMMAS SPORT GOTEBORGt Black 97g. disc with gold h.s.
and late pro design. $4.00 each.
FLYGANDE FLOPPt Discs the "Domus Lek" replaced, Pliable
plastic with cupola and tinge. Each disc bag wrapped with
Swedish price sticker and instructions. Yellow or Red.
Very ltd, supply, $6.00 each.

Stickers
INTERNATIONAL STICKER PACKETt A selection of six
international flying d1sc stickers and labels.
While they last, $4,00 per packet,
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Hello Everybody! This three page Collectors' Supplement
contains i terns available in very l1mi ted quanti t1es. To
assure best selection, order early. All discs are brand
new and delivered in individual plastic bags. List code
n~mber {CS-#) when ordering. Auction bids must be rec- ~
e1ved by Feb. 28, 1980. Have a good time folks! Enjoy!
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AMERICAN DISCS
121§. WORLD FRISBEE CHAMPIONSHIPS

(Wham-0 USA)
Famous 3 color h.s. on white "G" series discs.
(CS-01) 119g. - $25.00
(CS-02) 14lg. - $35.00

( CS-03) 1.21..2 SMITHSONIAN .!1.2g. {Wham-0 USA)
Beautiful dark blue h.s. on light blue discs. A
great disc and a great event. $10.00 each.
(CS-04) DISC COVERING THE WORLD LOGO 165 {Wham-0 USA)
Superhot-sr-mold freestyle disc with classic,
cosmic DCW club design. 10 available. $15.00 each.
(CS-0.5) DISC COVERING THE WORLD SETS (Wham-0 USA)
Set of four-165g (8ocj8IC). Only~sets made.
Four sets available. $30.00 per set.
(CS-06) DCW UPSIDE DOWN FB-6 SET (Wham-0 USA)
Factory error! DCW design on clear FB-6's, but
the TMB is upside down! Won't be any more of these!
Set of two discs. $9.00 per set.
(CS-07) SAMBOS SQUARE-TOP ~ (Wham-0 USA)
Original FB-1 and FB-2 discs. $8.00 per set of two.
ORIGINAL FB-1 FASTBACK DISCS (Wham-0 USA)
The first FB-1 yella~~fastbacks with flight rings
all the way up to the label! Pedigree collectors'
item from 1971. In the original shadow-box package
with colorful, dated graphics. Very limited supply.
(CS-08) In the package. $25.00 each.
(CS-09) Unpackaged, disc only. $15.00 each.
EARLY RAISED LETTERS MASTERS (Wham-0 USA)
The classic big discs from which Ultimate Frisbee
was born. Raised letters, 2 color hotstamping and
the famous *'Serial Number" labels. ® 1'170.
(CS-10) Black disc, packaged. $25.00
(CS-11) White disc, packaged. $25.00
(CS-lO,CS-11) Set of two. $45.00
PRE-TRADE MARK BAND (TMB) D.G.A. GOLF DISCS (Wham-0 USA)
We have a wide selection of pre-S=-Ring NIGHTFLYER and MIDNIGHT
FLYERS. Send specific requests for mold and disc numbers. Include
price offer, but send no money for these discs. If we have your
disc and accept your price, we will contact you. Have fun!

~~'

ENGLISH DISCS

.; ·. ·. '·. ·.·· .··.; ·.···

(CS-12) WORLD CLASS SET (Wham-0 UK)
Full set of "G" series-from new UK molds.
Spot the subtle differences! Historic.
$15.00 per set of three. Also ava.ilablea
(CS-13) 119g as above, but hotstamped to
read ' Approx. }4lg"! Collectors' classic.
45 made, 4 ava1lable. $20.00 each.
1

(CS-14) SUPERPRO SET (Wham-0 UK)
Beautiful set of three black UK Superpros
(injected from the top); one blank, one lr!(
Championship disc and one current model
European Cha.mpionship disc. Gold hotstamps.
$16.00 per set of three discs.

'
<D

each.

'

)

(CS-19) BELGIAN OLYMPIC COMMITTEE (Wham-0 UK)
2 color h.s. of Belgian Crest on white 119g. $7.00
lli..Q. availa.ble a ( CS-20) Again! 119g. hots tamped to
read "Approx 14lg."! About 75 made. $15.00 each.

'

PROTOTYPE DISCS
(Ariel UK)
Hot fr-om---t~he press. This English rubber disc is an indoor/outdoor disc and so new that it hasn't been introduced to the
retail market. These prototypes ( 2 availa.ble) are sure to be a
unique investment. Auction Bidsa Send your highest bid for a
nn.I. PROTO to D.c.w. by Feb. 28, 1981. Minimum suggested bid
is $25.00. Two successful bidders will be notified b mail.

CANADIAN DISCS
~
~

-~

~~"----~
1..2..Z.§. CANADIAN JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIPS (Wham-0

(CS-21)
CDN)
Commemorative blue h.s. o~ white 41 mold discs. Mod~
fied "Jimmie" design, sponsored by Lee. $8.00 ea.ch.
(CS-22) !..212. VANCOUVER SERIES TOURNAMENT (Wha.m-0 CDN)
Black h.s. on moonlighter 41 mold 119g discs. "Welcome"
design of Khostal Khats in twirling glory! $10.00 each.

1980 WESTERN CANADIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS (Wham-0 CDN)
"Kneeling Delay" design in gold h.s. on blue and red
165g and Superpro discs. From current Canadian molds.
(CS-23) Blue 165g - $14.00 (CS-24) Blue SP - $8.00
(CS-23 CS-24) Set of two blue discs. $20.00
(CS-25) Red 165g - $14.00
(CS-26) Red SP - $8.00
~--------------------~(CS-25, CS-26) Set of two red discs. $20.00

DISC COVERING THE WORLD
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DISCS
(CS-27) 1980 SM-KVAL CHAMPIONSHIP SET (Wham-0 USA and DK)
Clear 80, 50 and~mold USA discs shipped bla.nk to Scandinavia and custom printed there with 2 color h.s. for the 1980
wedish Championships. This American/Scandinavia.n hybrid is
sure to grow in scarcity and desirability over the years.
4 sets are available. Auction Bidsa send your bid for one
et (CS-27 - 1980 SM-KVAL) to D.C.W. by Feb. 28, 1981.
inimum suggested bid-rs-$55.00. Four highest bidders will
e be contacted by mail.
(CS-28) GOTEBORG OPPNA SETS (Wham-0 USA and DK)
White 80, 50 and ~ld USA discs shipped blank to Scandinavia and custom printed there with 1 color h.s. for the 1980
Goteborg Flying Disc Open. Nicely done red design of Jens in
chestroll with three Swedish junior players. 200 sets made.
6 sets available. Auction Bidsa Send your bid for one set
(CS-28 - GOTEBORG ~) to D.C.W. by Feb 28, 1981. Minimum
suggested b1d 1s $30.00. Successful bidders will be
contacted.
(CS-29) SKOGSHYDDANS IS CLUB SETS (Wha.m-0 USA and DK)
White 80, 50 and 42 mold USA discs shipped blank to Scandinavia and custom printed there with a red hotstamp for the
Goteborg local "football and frisbee" club. 100 sets were
made and 10 are available here. Auction Bidsa Send your bid
for (CS-29 - SKOGSHYDDANS) to D.C.W. by Feb. 28, 1981. Minimum suggested bid is $30.00. Successful bidders wiJl be
contacted by mail.

{CS-30) ill.2. SM-KVAL 14lg DISC (Wham-0 USA a.nd DK)
Clear 50 mold with two color h.s. of Erwin for the
1979 National Event. $12.00 each • .5 available.
(CS-31) DEELAY-X 80 MOLD SETS (Wham-0 USA and DK)
Swedish "slick" design in two different 2 color h.s.
combinations on white USA 80 molds. $32.00 per set.
{CS-32) DROTTNINGHOLM CLUB 80 MOLD {Wham-0 USA and DK)
Black h.s. on white USA8o mold. DDC design for 1980
club hoste~ series meet. Hot! $1.5.00 each.
(CS-33) MYRON MEMORIAL '80 - OREBRO (Wham-0 USA and DK)
Black h.s. on white USA '80 mold. Outstanding design for
distance and go f at 1980 club hosted meet. $18.00 each
(CS-34) SWEDISH OLYMPIC COMMITTEE (Wham-0 USA and DK)
Blue and gold h.s. on white USA 100 mold discs. Very
sharply reproduced graphics. Ltd. $10.00 each.
(CS-3.5) DANISH OLYMPIC COMMITTEE (Wham-0 USA and DK)
Red and gold h.s. on white 100 mold USA dies. Very
limited numbers available. $12.00 each.
EUROPEAN CLASS 100 MOLD MISPRINT (Wham-0 USA and DK)
Just another 100 mold? This white USA disc was shipped blank to
Denmark and printed there a.s a part of the Europ'ean Class Set (see
our listing in the Catalog). This disc reads "127g." in the outer
band, but also decla.res "Approx. 16.5 .gra.ms" ins ide the two color
hotsta.mp design. Nicest misprint of the year, and the smallest
lid we've ever seen! Only 100 made. 10 available. $20.00 each.

1980 COPENHAGEN FRISBEE FESTIVAL (Wham-0 USA and DK)
White and clear 80, 50 and 42 mold discs shipped blank from USA to
Denmark and printed in gold for this first annual festival event.
(CS-37) WHITE SETS, 200 made, 5 available. Min. sugg. bida $35.00
(CS-38) CLEAR SETS, 75 ma.de, 3 available. Min sugg. bida $45.00
(CS-39) Danish white fastbacks, gold h.s. $7.00 each.
1980 COPENHAGEN FRISBEE FESTIVAL PROTOTYPES (Wham-0 USA and DK)
Prototype 2 color des1gn. Red and black fo1l on white and clear.
(CS-40) WHITE 119g., 50 made, 6 available. Min. sugg. bida $10.00
(CS-41) CLEAR 119g., 38 made, 4 available. Min. su~g. bid: $15.00
(CS-42) White fastback, Danish mold. 2 color h.s. $8.00 each.
NOTEt For auction items offered above, send your highest bid to

D.C.W. by Feb. 28, 1981. Successful bidders will be contacted by mail. Please be clear in your written bids. Thank you.
(CS-43) DANISH MASTERS {Wha.m-0 DK)
Black disc with 2 color h.s. and label. Also comes
with two engraving errors underneath! $8.00 each.
(CS-44) DOMUS LEK SETS (Scandinavian unknown)
A unique and brittle krtock-off set from Sweden. Three
bright colors, labels and price stickers. $9.00 set.
(CS-45) APOLLO PILOT and ALPHA FLYER (Scand. unknown)
Set of two matched discs. Close knock-offs of the
Scandinavian Superpro (see listing in the Catalog)
Apollo Pilot in black. Alpha Flyer in red. Both
with large labels and clean playing surface.
Set of two discs for $12.00. Nice addition.

SCANDINAVIAN MINIS
(Here come the little guys!)
(CS-MOl) SM-KVAL 1980 SWEDISH SETS (Wham-0 DK)
Set of two black minis with white, green h.s.
From 1980 Swedish Championship event. $12.00 per set.
( CS -M02) 121.2. SWEDISH SERIES (Wha.m-0 DK)
Gold h.s. on white w1th all Series Event sites
listed. Hot move! $7.00 each. Very ltd.
(CS-l\103) FRISBEE FAMILY (Wha.m-0 DK)
Brand new Palmborg Family calling card. Dark green
h.s. Nicely done! $5.00 each.
(CS-1\104) 1980 COPENHAGEN FESTIVAL (Wham-0 DK)
Commemorates the first public festival in this
international town. Gold h.s. $8.00 each.
(CS-M05) EUROPEAN r·:IINI 119DG. DISCS (Wha.m-0 DK)
EDGA approved 119 decigram discs! Gold h.s. on
white Danish discs. $5.00 each.
(CS-M06) FRISBEE - J. GUSTAFSON (Wham-0 DK)
Classic calling card for a very classy guy.
Black signature hotstamp. $6.00 each.

Disc Covering the World
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(CS-M07) NIPPLED BLANKS (Wham-0 USA)
Forerunners to current C and D molds. Set of two
discs, one red, one white. $10.00 per set.
(CS-M08) PHOTO ONE (Wham-0 USA)
1977 Wham-0 premium. Sharp black h.s. 10 discs
available. $6.50 each.
(CS-M09) BURNET-GAGNER REALTORS {Wham-0 USA)
1977 Wham-0 premium. Black h,s. on white. Only 10
discs available. $6.50 each.
(CS-MlO) SUNSHINE DONUT CO, (Wham-0 USA)
One more '77 premium from Wham-0. Red h.s. on
white discs. 10 available at $6.50 each.
{CS-Mll) 1st ANNUAL WHAM-0 PDGA MARKER (Wham-0 USA)
Commemorates the $50,000. milestone event. Orange
h.s. Classic tournament mini. $7.00 each.
(CS-Ml2)STROH'S WVU HOMECOMING 1.21.§. (Wham-0 USA)
The oldest of a ser1es frdm Stroh's sponsorship.
Red h.s. on white. Rare. $7.00 each.
(CS-Ml3) GOLD SWIRLS PREMIUM (Wham-0 USA)
Classic design to advertise the Wha.m-0 :premium
program. Gold h.s. Sharp on the wall! $5.50 each.
(CS-Ml4) l2.Z2. GAINES K-9 Ml.t'!l (Wham-0 USA}
Dog food sponsored 1979 ser1es. One for the dog to
chew? Not likely! Blue h.s. $6.00 each.
(CS-Ml5} SEVEN HILLS GROUPE (Wham-0 USA)
May be the nicest m1ni ~ printed.
Copper and
blue h.s. Must bee seen to be loved, $7.00 each.
(CS-Ml6) TEXAS LONE STAR FRISBEE (Wham-0 USA)
The other candidate for nicest mi·n i ever done!
Blue and gold h.s. A classic! $7.00 each.
(CS-Ml7) WATERLOO (Wham-0 USA)
Most intrica.te design well printed that we have ever
seen. Gold h.s. Uncanny! $7.00 each. Very ltd.
(CS-Ml8) LA MIRADA OPEN SETS (Wham-0 USA)
Set of four d1scs with beautiful La. Mirarda design.
From the 3rd annual Open event. $12,00 set of four.
(CS-Ml9) SHERYL PAYNE (Wham-0 USA)
Moonlighter collector calling card. Green h.s., but
the white disc doesn't glow. Sheryl? $3.00 each.
(CS-M20) DAN MANGONE (Wham-0 USA)
Orbittorse-ndyssey calling card. Brown h.s. on white
disc. A clearly superior guy. $3.00 each.

JAPANESE MINIS
(CS-M21) JAPANESE AIR ACE ~ (Wham-0 Japan)
Set of two calling card minJ.s pictured, one blue and
one white. 2 color h.s. on each. Unique mold
ca.v i ty with licensee's engraving on the underside.
Sold only in sets. 10 sets a.vailable. $12.00 each.

_ _ _ _ ENGLISH MINIS

•

(CS-M22) DCW YIN YANG SETS (Wham-0 UK)
Very rare DCW design printed in the UK. Only 100
made. Set of three incl. 2 moonies. $15.00 a set.
(CS-M23) DCW OHM DESIGN SETS (Wha.m-0 USA)
Set of 20 different hotstamp/disc color combinations
for the devoted mini collectors. $45.00 per full set.
(CS-M24) JEREMY AND ROSEMARY WEDDING (Wham-0 UK)
The first U.K. mini premium ever done. Beautiful
silver h.s. Historic item. $10.00 each. 5 available.
(CS-M25) NASKAS PARIS ALL-STARS (Wha.m-0 UK)
The first French mini pr9mium ever done. Black h.s.
on moonlighter. Only 8 are available. $10.00 each.
(CS-M26) BIG BELGIAN OPEN {Wha.m-0 UK)
Commemorating one of the .. wet·test" European tourneys
in 1980. Super-hot! 10 available. $5.00 each.
(CS-M27) NASHUA MAGNETISCHE (Wha.m-0 UK)
Premium for Germany and tough to get ahold of. Blue
h.s. and german writing. $5.00 each.
(CS-M28) LES BRYANT/LIZ REEVE (Wham-0 UK)
Set of two calling card dJ.scs, one white and one
moonlighter. High flyers! $10.00 per set.
(CS-M29) ROGER GOLTEN DISC GOLF (Wham-0 UK)
Set of two ca.llJ.ng card discs;-one white and one
moonlighter. Spaunch picnic!! $10.00 per set.
(CS-MJO) DAVID 2..t_ FAULKNER (Wham-0 UK)
An integral part of the UK Frisbee scene. Unique man
with unique ideas. Gold h.s. $5.00 each.
(CS-M31)~ REFUND MINI
(Wham-0)
UK promotional handout with black screen on label.
You can bet old DOF didn't gi~e too many of these
00 each

OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTOR
(CS-M32J(Wham-O UK)
Clean gold ring design
normally only available
to European agents.
$6.bo each. Limit 3.

And that's not all folks! We still have FRISBIE PIE
TINS ($38. 00 each) and "F" TINS ($10. 00 each) and
lots of unlisted collectables. You may send specific
requests and price offers for unlisted discs. If we
can help you, we will write back. It's been lots of
fun folks! Have a good day. Fly well. Weakly Hesive.

YOUR

CARD IS WELCOMED HERE!!

